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Good point about the origin of Hyung Jin's 
resentment, from inheriting it from the three eras. it 
also says that he must go beyond the realm of the 
fourth Adam. Doesn't he claim that he is the fourth 
Adam? If so, then he hasn't gone beyond the realm 
of the fourth Adam (resentment) and so hasn't 
fulfilled Father's prayer request of him during his 
inheritance. 
 
From the Origin (True Father) to the Division 
(Cain (SC) & Abel (UC)) aiming to Unity (CIG) 
 
According to the Principle: 
 
“God has worked His providence of restoration.. 
by repeatedly separating those representing Abel 
from those representing Cain.. This is necessary 
before we can.. realize the unified world.” DP 353 
 
Members and True Children also get divided in the 
same way; the Cain-side (centered on fights and 
resentment) and the Abel-side (centered on true 

love and service). The first denying True Parents, while the second one keeping absolute faith, love and 
obedience. 
 
Cain Side: SC (centered on H2) 

lost faith in True Parents 
blocking the providence; against Witnessing and Tribal Messiahship 
lost the heart of True Love, overwhelmed in fears and doubts 
disloyal -aggressive; accusing, attacking, using hate speech, gossips 
teach division; against Muslims, against poor refugees, against Father’s organizations 

 
Abel Side: Unification Church (centered on True Mother) 

strong faith in True Parents 
expanding the providence; Witnessing and Tribal Messiahship 
keep heart of Love and Forgiveness 
loyal – self-sacrificial; investing tirelessly even under the attacks and accusations 
teach unification; embrace all religions, embrace rich and poor, sustain the work of Father’s 
organizations 

 
Talking to Sanctuary Church members, they don’t deny this Cain-type trades in their behavior. Instead, 
they through excuses for them, thus devising a new Cain-type ‘unification’ ideology, which barely has 
anything to do with Father’s Unificationism. 
 
The question is, can this Cain-type fraction submit to the Able-side to establish the necessary foundation 
of substance? For this to happen there are few things we can expect. 
 

(1) The Abel side has to ideologically reveal the falsity and deception in this Cain-deviation. 
 
(2) The Able side should surpass the Cain side in growth and standard (substantializing CIG). 
 
(3) The Able side should finally embrace and assimilate the Cain side. 

 
 
 
 


